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This curriculum has been developed in response to the severe limitations placed on 
large ensemble performance by the COVID-19 pandemic. The first segment outlines 
a curriculum that will be utilized until such time that large ensemble performance is 
deemed safe and permitted to resume. The second portion contains a list of 
concepts that are covered over the course of one year in the traditional large 
ensemble setting. Repertoire (pieces of music) is carefully chosen to ensure that all 
concepts are covered over the span of two to three concert cycles which typically 
make up one complete academic year. As most students enrolled in band or chorus 
have participated concurrently for six or more years, the following concepts are 
continually reinforced. Students who are new to our program will be introduced to 
these concepts through a series of introductory lessons. 
 
Students in band and/or chorus are strongly urged to enroll in their respective 
ensemble course(s) each year of their school career in order to benefit from the 
ensemble music making experience to the fullest extent possible. Many of the 
concepts covered in these ensemble courses require years of exposure, 
reinforcement, and practice in order to develop the necessary skills and experiences 
to be an independent and well-rounded musician. 
 
PHASE 1 
 
Musical Composition: until such time that small ensemble work may resume 
 
Essential Questions: 

● What is musical composition? 
● What are the rules of musical notation? 
● What is NoteFlight? 
● How is NoteFlight used to engrave a musical composition 
● How do I compose a simple melody? 
● What are the elements of music? 
● What is sketching? 
● How is music theory used to inform and strengthen composition? 
● What techniques strengthen musical composition? 
● What techniques are used to convey different emotions or moods? 
● What is a masterclass and how do I effectively participate? 



● What did I learn about music, composition, and my piece through the process 
of performing my own compositions? 

● What did I learn about music and composition through the process of 
performing my classmate’s compositions? 

● What did I learn about music and composition by listening to masterworks 
written by some of the most significant composers of our time? 

● What is dictation and how does it strengthen my ears and musical 
imagination? 

● How is music arranged for specific ensembles of voices, instruments or both? 
● How do we compose a piece of music for our class ensemble? 
● What is a recital and how does it differ from a concert? 
● How do I prepare for a recital? 

 
Vocabulary: 

● Composition 
● Notation 
● Sketching 
● Engraving 
● Melody 
● Harmony 
● Rhythm 
● Texture 
● Timbre 
● Form 
● Articulation 
● Dynamics 
● Masterclass 
● Masterwork 
● Dictation 
● Recital 
● Describe 
● Analyze 
● Critique 

 
Content Skills: 

● Demonstrate proper hand engraving and usage of notational symbols 
through a variety of exercises 

● Sketch musical (melodic) ideas for retention and use in later compositions 
● Progressively review basic theory concepts as they are needed for the student 

compositions. Concepts will be scaffolded into compositions 
● Progressively introduce basic compositional concepts and form. Concepts will 

be scaffolded into compositions 



● Compose simple melodies using specific parameters with the intent of 
incorporating these ideas into larger-form compositions 

● Compose a piece or pieces of music that conform(s) to a specific mood or 
emotion 

● Compose melodic segments that may be combined with other segments to 
create longer compositions of varying forms (Binary, ABA’, Rondo, Theme and 
Variations, Sonata [advanced]). 

● Tell the story of your composition in prose 
● Present (in class/Google Slides/FlipGrid) your composition in a masterclass 

and receive critique from peers and instructors 
● Perform your composition(s) on your instrument or voice 
● Perform a classmate’s composition on your instrument or voice 
● Compose using harmony and experiment creating different timbres and 

musical textures 
● Engage in regular listening sessions to hone listening/critique/descriptive 

skills and to gain insight and ideas for future compositions. 
● Complete dictation exercises 
● Arrange a piece for the class ensemble (if time permits) 
● Compose a piece for the class ensemble (advanced - if time allows) 
● Prepare for a virtual recital of student works 

 
Assessments: 

● Notation assignments 
● Exit slips and short announced quizzes 
● Compositional sketch submissions and checkpoints 
● Dictations 
● Listening assignments and exercises 
● Short melody submissions and checkpoints 
● Short-form composition 
● Long-form composition 
● Arrangement project (if time permits) 

 
Basic Framework: 

● Students receive instruction while in the building 
● Students are provided work time while in the building 
● Critique sessions occur while students are in the building 
● Students work independently on their compositions while home 
● Students record performances of their compositions from home and email 

them or post them to Google Classroom 
● Students may have occasional specific assignments to complete while at 

home for the purpose of strengthening individual skills or reinforcing 
concepts 

● Students may meet with us (Google Meet) at any point for extra help 



● Reasonable expectations will be set and continually revisited with student 
input throughout the course of study 

● Feedback will be provided individually as well as through masterclass sessions 
 
Time Frame: Full-year, with capstone assessments at the close of each marking 
period when appropriate. This curriculum is new and the conditions of hybrid 
instruction is new so a significant amount of leeway has been accounted for in the 
planning, scope, and sequence of this content. 
 
 

 
PHASE 2: 
 
Transition to in-class performance… 
 
In the event that in-class (on campus) performance is permitted, the following 
transitional plan will be implemented. This plan is subject to change as 
circumstances surrounding the safe performance of vocal and instrumental music is 
rapidly evolving and difficult to predict at this early stage. 
 

1. Composition curriculum will continue at the beginning of the transition and 
may continue well into the return of performance on campus 

2. Students will be permitted to perform and record their compositions while on 
campus (previously, all performances are recorded at home and submitted 
using FlipGrid) 

3. Students will be permitted to perform with a partner while on campus (with 
applicable social distancing practices in place) 

4. Students will be permitted to perform in small ensembles (of up to four 
students) while on campus (with applicable social distancing practices in 
place) 

5. Students will be permitted to perform in small ensembles of up to twelve 
students while on campus (with applicable social distancing practices in 
place) 

6. Full ensemble rehearsals will be permitted to resume (with applicable social 
distancing practices in place) 

7. Public performances will be reinstated when appropriate (format may be 
modified from that which was standard practice prior to COVID) 
 

Additionally… repertoire for solo, small, and full ensemble performance will be 
chosen from student-produced compositions, solo repertoire (NYSSMA), duets and 
chamber works (NYSSMA), unison/round/canon and two-voice vocal compositions, 
flex-instrumentation works, and full ensemble pieces. 
 



 
 

PHASE 3 
 
On-Campus Performance in Small and Full Ensembles: 
 
Essential Questions:  

● What are the elements of music and why are they important? 
● What does it mean to be a recreator of music? 
● Why is it important to dedicate fully to accurately recreating the composer's 

intentions/work? 
● How do I teach myself? 
● How do I effectively and efficiently practice? 
● How do I strengthen my technique (instrument or vocal) to allow for greater 

expressivity 
● How do I strengthen my senses, particularly my hearing? 
● What does it mean to be an active listener? 
● How do I develop a sound concept that will inform my performance? 
● How do I effectively ask questions of myself, my collaborators (classmates) and 

the conductor/coach that results in a more accurate and effective 
performance? 

● How do I effectively engage in lessons on my instrument/voice? 
● What must I do to produce the most characteristic sound on my instrument 

or with my voice? 
● How do I use the pyramid of sound to achieve the most desired balance and 

blend in an ensemble performance situation? 
● How does music history, music theory, and performance practice inform my 

interpretation of a piece of music? 
○ How do I draw musical conclusions based in theoretical and historical 

concepts 
● How do balance points, body and hand position, and posture affect my 

performance? 
● How do I breathe like a musician? 
● How can I use articulation to further define my interpretation? 
● How do I care for and maintain my voice/instrument? 
● How do I effectively and appropriately start and stop sound? 
● How do I expand my range? 
● How do I maintain a healthy relationship with my instrument/voice? 
● How do I further develop my musical literacy? 

○ Progression from beginner to independent/fluent 
○ Reading musical notation 
○ Recognizing patterns 



○ Transforming the visual (recipe or musical notation) into the aural 
(sound) 

○ Expanding knowledge of choral or instrumental solo and ensemble 
repertoire 

○ Strengthening sight reading skills 
○ Developing effective and efficient exercises and the use healthy 

repetition 
○ Interpreting conducting gestures and communications with my 

performance collaborators 
○ How do I describe/analyze/critique the sounds I hear? 
○ How do I make musical decisions and demonstrate those decisions 

through performance? 
○ How do I find profound moments within a piece of music? 
○ How do I evaluate compositions and performances? 
○ What aspects of band or choral history must I know in order to be a 

productive and informed member of my ensemble? 
● What does proper performance etiquette look like from the vantage point of 

the performer 
● What does proper performance etiquette look like from the vantage point of 

the patron? 
● Why is it important to work with professional guest artists? 
● What does proper rehearsal preparation look like? 
● What does proper rehearsal etiquette look like? 
● Why is it important to study and perform solo repertoire for my instrument or 

voice? 
 
Vocabulary: 

● Melody 
● Harmony 
● Rhythm 
● Texture 
● Timbre 
● Form 
● Articulation 
● Dynamics 
● Composer 
● Technique 
● Expression 
● Listen 
● Hear 
● Conductor 
● Characteristic 
● Balance 



● Blend 
● Articulation 
● Interpretation 
● Range 
● Literacy 
● Fluent 
● Describe 
● Analyze 
● Critique 
● Etiquette 
● Patron 

 
Content Skills 

● Performance of ensemble repertoire in small ensemble and large ensemble 
settings 

● Performance of solo repertoire 
● Engagement in private or small group lessons to strengthen techniques 

specific to your instrument or voice part 
● Analyze, describe, and critique our rehearsals and performances 
● Analyze, describe, and critique professional performances of masterworks for 

band and choir 
● Demonstrate practice strategies that promote improved technique 
● Demonstrate independent thought as it pertains to interpretation 
● Participate and contribute to performances that display individual and group 

accomplishments and growth 
 
Assessments 

● Exit slips and short quizzes 
● Daily performance in rehearsals and small group lessons 
● Performance assessments, either live or recorded and submitted using 

FlipGrid 
● Listening reflections/analyses 
● Theory assessments 
● Concert/Recital/Festival performances 

 
Time Frame: Full year, divided into two or three concert cycles (sight-read through 
concert) with these concepts being introduced and then reinforced during each 
cycle. 


